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FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data collected from player movements,
tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay. The five key features of HyperMotion technology: – "Real Player Motion Capture" captures the real-life movements of 22 current and next-generation real-

life players in an extremely high-speed and high-intensity motion capture match. – "Real Player Vision" uses data from the real-life motion capture motion capture match to replicate how each player sees the pitch and battles out on-
ball play against their opponent. This includes accurate real-life views of goalkeepers and every player in the defensive and offensive box. – "Real Player Action" replicates individual player actions on-ball and in the box. Player

touches, dribbling, pass variation, shots, headers and off-the-ball runs/touches and crosses are all recreated naturally, with the final result approximating the real-life action in a way that's never been possible before. – "Real Player
Tackles" showcases the most realistic tackling ever recorded. – "Real Player Pressure" has a faster clock speed and more aggressive challenges, allowing players to do more off-ball. Read our FIFA 22 Development Diary now! The five
key features of HyperMotion technology:– "Real Player Motion Capture" captures the real-life movements of 22 current and next-generation real-life players in an extremely high-speed and high-intensity motion capture match.– "Real
Player Vision" uses data from the real-life motion capture motion capture match to replicate how each player sees the pitch and battles out on-ball play against their opponent. This includes accurate real-life views of goalkeepers and
every player in the defensive and offensive box.– "Real Player Action" replicates individual player actions on-ball and in the box. Player touches, dribbling, pass variation, shots, headers and off-the-ball runs/touches and crosses are

all recreated naturally, with the final result approximating the real-life action in a way that's never been possible before.– "Real Player Tackles" showcases the most realistic tackling ever recorded.– "Real Player Pressure" has a faster
clock

Features Key:

SIMULATION: Driving accuracy, Player Intelligence, Strength of Passes and off-the-ball play to deeply challenge your senses in the most realistic football simulation ever
CONTROLS: Innovative new shooting mechanics, new, modernized pass/shoot/cross control systems, improved animation of ball and player behavior
PROLEADING: Added new indicators, crossing animations, tactics, keyword-controlled attacking behaviour, reactions to movement and play
NEW FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM FEEDs: Get to know your friends, the competition and the game as never before—by watching, sharing and commenting on live game clips, squads and more. Quickly connect with your dream team and engage with Facebook and Instagram players, bringing the world's best footballers to your
screen
INTELLIGENT FRAMEWORK: Specialised and adaptive AI engines powered by GUTS (Game Understanding Tweaks and System) make the AI decisions smarter over time, creating a more complex, strategic opponent
SINGULARITY: Revamped CPU/GPU architecture delivers incredible visual quality, unprecedented responsiveness, online gameplay, and maximising all graphics features
OOPHTHALMIC & VISUAL IMPROVEMENTS: AI System keeps the player in direct contact with the players around him, significantly improving his reactions and allows players to move better and feel the ball more. Outstanding graphics, lighting and shaders, all-new visual FX and particles, and improved collision response
BCG MAPPING: Unparalleled ball and ball flight physics brings the ball to life, creating a feeling of complete believability that is unparalleled in the sports industry
ENHANCED PLAYER PROGRESSION: Enjoy an improved path for free Pro Clubs, Skill training that rewards skill development with gameplay improvements and new paths to rewards, and improved Manager Career. Fan clubs let you maintain your allegiance to clubs, teams, countries and players
DELIVERY OPTION, REPLAY & MATCHSTAT: See the edge of the action with goalkeepers supporting a shot, or view the play from a different camera angle using the new "SUB CAMERA” feature. Replay slows the action to go through the build-up of shots, tackles, and battles, 
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Simulate the thrill of authentic football matches with FIFA. Compete in the popular FUT* Champions mode, where you’ll be put in control of a team of real football stars, or in Classic mode for the ultimate test of your passing,
shooting and tackling skills. In Ultimate Team mode you can collect, trade and play with thousands of players from around the world. FIFA’s all-new CAM framework offers an unprecedented level of responsiveness, and its all-
new Real Player Motion engine pushes the boundaries of the next-gen gameplay experience. *FUT Champions GAMEPLAY Brand-new CAM framework offers unprecedented responsiveness and moves the ball faster All-new Real
Player Motion engine pushes the boundaries of the next-gen gameplay experience Brand-new Ultimate Team: Introduce yourself to millions of football fans all over the world “RUMOURS” mode allows you to build your own
squad of players, and compete against FIFA legends “FUTdomains” lets you pick from all of the world’s major leagues New skill game modes New ways to play and communicate with your teammates Brand new Player Creators
feature lets you influence the players’ attributes, personalities and playing styles Matchday Champions mode gives you complete control of players and tactics for the world’s most challenging stadium creations Brand-new
Career Mode lets you climb the manager ladder and become a true football legend. Become manager of a team or break into management with the new Player Paths feature Classic mode lets you experience the game in a
completely new way Create your own players and build a dream team Compete in a wide range of game modes, including Classic, Tournament and Champions Perfect your skills with more than 800 new skills New camera
settings, including ultra-sharp close-up views “The most authentic FIFA simulation experience ever” *FUT Champions Simulate the thrill of authentic football matches with FIFA. Compete in the popular FUT Champions mode,
where you’ll be put in control of a team of real football stars, or in Classic mode for the ultimate test of your passing, shooting and tackling skills. In Ultimate Team mode you can collect, trade and play with thousands of players
from around the world. FIFA’s all-new CAM framework offers an unprecedented level of responsiveness, and its all-new Real Player Motion bc9d6d6daa
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Challenge yourself to become the ultimate football fan with all-new, intuitive gameplay that puts your creativity centre-stage. Create dream teams of footballers and take them into the game’s authentic stadiums to lead your
club to glory in the UEFA Champions League™. Face new pressures in FIFA Ultimate Team Seasons, as you battle to stay ahead of the pack and rise in the new Pro Club Ladder to face the legends of the game. Instant Impact –
Added feedback and new coaching systems create a more authentic and immersive football experience. You’re in control, but there are new ways to improve your skills and what you do within the game, even allowing you to
earn badges when mastering your play. Tap to Pass - Gain the ball by tapping the left or right side of the screen with your feet to send a pass. Pass with more accuracy, more power, and more creativity. Control your teammates
and teammates’ behaviour to improve your team’s performance. New formation and strategy options allow you to change how your team plays and tactics at any time. Attacking Crouch Backing Crouch On the trail Fly-past 1-2
Creative Play Passes right (R) Passes left (L) Passes through the middle Ladder System – Your performance in the UEFA Champions League, the FIFA Club World Cup, the UEFA Euro 2020 qualifiers or the CONCACAF Gold Cup,
along with other tournaments, counts towards your Pro Club Ladder ranking. You are presented with the ladder progress bar and as you make progress, you will face increasingly challenging opponents. This year, FIFA’s
expanded Ladder Rank will include all data from your career, not just your time in the Champions League or Confed Cup. Completing more than 100 games and playing in the UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa League
Qualifiers will make you more likely to face other leading players in your UEFA Pro League as you look to climb the Ladder Rank. Endless Game – Play one-hour matches online against your friends, FIFA Ultimate Team
opponents, friends in a new online game mode, or against a simulated computer opponent to see how you rank against players from around the world. Social Competition - Compete online with friends and earn unique
leaderboards, with the top players in each region ranking globally. Online Pass - You can play some FIFA titles offline but only for

What's new:

FIFA 22 delivers full game seasons packed with content – like new and improved clubs, leagues, tournaments and the FUT Draft, the biggest Ultimate Team experience yet with 1.3 million cards to collect
and a brand new draft mechanic that delivers challenging, in-depth drafts with incredible value for money.
Improvements to gameplay – like a smoother pass-through for defenders, a new tackling engine that tackles players easier and harder depending on their speed, and more improved ball physics.
New features – including a new virtual reality experience, toolbar foot button options, the FUT Draft, coach tool and more.

Please make sure to read the release notes for important information about required inputs, outputs and other requirements for the game.
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FIFA Soccer (Fif... What is FIFA Soccer? FIFA (filetype: FIFA 2002, FIFA 08, FIFA 14 or FIFA 17) is a soccer video game franchise published by Electronic Arts. The series is known for its football gameplay,
its large community and for its generally positive reception by critics. In the final season of the FIFA World Soccer series (2002 FIFA World Cup), the series received an award at the Interactive
Achievement Awards for Best Sports Game. The series has also won other awards including the 2001 IGN Editors' Choice and the 2001 E3 2001 Game Critics Awards. The franchise was originally known
as Kick Off, a name that was later used for EA's football game series of the 1990s. What is FIFA? FIFA (filetype: FIFA 2002, FIFA 08, FIFA 14 or FIFA 17) is a soccer video game franchise published by
Electronic Arts. The series is known for its football gameplay, its large community and for its generally positive reception by critics. In the final season of the FIFA World Soccer series (2002 FIFA World
Cup), the series received an award at the Interactive Achievement Awards for Best Sports Game. The series has also won other awards including the 2001 IGN Editors' Choice and the 2001 E3 2001
Game Critics Awards. The franchise was originally known as Kick Off, a name that was later used for EA's football game series of the 1990s. What is FIFA? FIFA (filetype: FIFA 2002, FIFA 08, FIFA 14 or
FIFA 17) is a soccer video game franchise published by Electronic Arts. The series is known for its football gameplay, its large community and for its generally positive reception by critics. In the final
season of the FIFA World Soccer series (2002 FIFA World Cup), the series received an award at the Interactive Achievement Awards for Best Sports Game. The series has also won other awards including
the 2001 IGN Editors' Choice and the 2001 E3 2001 Game Critics Awards. The franchise was originally known as Kick Off, a name that was later used for EA's football game series of the 1990s. What is
FIFA? FIFA (filetype: FIFA 2002, FIFA 08, FIFA 14 or FIFA 17) is a soccer video game franchise published by Electronic Arts. The series is known for its football gameplay, its large community and for its
generally positive reception by critics. In the final season of the FIFA World Soccer series (2002 FIFA World Cup), the series received an award at the Interactive Achievement Awards for Best Sports
Game. The series has also won other awards including the
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System Requirements:

Hard Drive: 8 GB available space 8 GB available space Operating System: Windows 10 or Windows 7 64-bit, or Mac OS X Windows 10 or Windows 7 64-bit, or Mac OS X Graphics Card: NVIDIA® GeForce®
GTX 1080 8GB Graphics Card (or AMD Radeon R9 290 8GB Graphics Card) and 8 GB of available system RAM NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1080 8GB Graphics Card (or AMD Radeon R9 290 8GB Graphics Card)
and 8 GB of available system RAM Memory: 8 GB available space 8 GB available
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